LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Major bibliographic errors in PubMed: personal experience
among 240 publications and proposed remediation process
for errors
Mitchell S. Cappell, MD, PhD
See end of article for author’s affiliation.

Although substantial data exist on errors in
bibliographic citations in journal articles [1],
literature review reveals no data on errors in
bibliographic citations in PubMed. Yet bibliographic
errors in PubMed are much more important than
errors in individual journals. PubMed is a ubiquitous
literature search engine. Errors in PubMed could
render articles inaccessible to researchers or
clinicians performing computerized literature
searches.
Despite major contributions to academic
medicine, the National Library of Medicine (NLM),
like any human institution, is subject to errors,
including errors in PubMed. Major errors are herein
defined as incorrectly spelling authors’ names,
deleting authors’ names, making mistakes in
keywords in article titles, or making mistakes in
journal volume, issue, or page numbers. Review of
my 240 articles cited in PubMed, 1982–2015, revealed
3 major errors (1.25% rate). The 3 errors comprised
misspelling of surnames of authors in 2 cases and
deletion of all authors in 1 case [2, 3].
When called about this last error, the PubMed
representative said the error was in a reference listed
as ‘‘in process’’ and would be corrected during a
systematic reference verification. The verified
(corrected) reference would then be listed without
the ‘‘in process’’ designation. However, this reference
verification process can require considerable time.
One reference for an article I coauthored was still not
verified more than one year after the initial listing of
the publication [4].
The following suggestions may be useful. First,
PubMed should warn during every literature search
that references listed as ‘‘PubMed—in process’’ are
preliminary and subject to errors. Second, if
contacted about an error, PubMed should
expeditiously mark this reference as ‘‘reference
accuracy is contested’’. Third, PubMed should
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commit to correcting any error less than four weeks
after notification.
This work received an exemption/approval from the
Institutional Review Board of William Beaumont Hospital
on May 7, 2015.
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Editor’s Note: We sent Mitchell S. Cappell’s letter to the National Library of Medicine. Here is their response.

National Library of Medicine response
David Gillikin
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In Fiscal Year 2014, the National Library of Medicine
(NLM) released more than 981,000 journal citations
[1]. Of that total, 94% (926,000) were submitted
electronically as eXtended Markup Language (XML)
citations by the publisher or a supplier designated by
the publisher. The remaining 6% were created by
NLM by scanning from the print copy of a journal
and using optical character recognition. NLM creates
a very small number of missing citations not sent via
XML each year. When NLM manually creates a
missing citation, we use cut-and-paste mechanisms.
Citation errors can arise most often from two
sources: (1) as published incorrectly in the full-text
article or (2) as introduced by either the XML
supplier (which is the case in the two identified
errors in the letter) or by NLM during its processing.
For the former, NLM requires the publication of
an erratum notice so that the publication history is
transparent for all users. That requires action on the
part of the publisher. For example, if an author’s
name is misspelled in the full-text article, the journal
must issue an erratum notice. This NLM policy is
explained in our errata fact sheet [1]. NLM processed
over 9,000 published errata during Fiscal Year 2014
[2]. For the latter, NLM will enter the correction in
our workflow as soon as it is reported or discovered.
For example, if the XML supplier incorrectly sent the
last name as the forename and vice versa while the
author names are correct in the full-text article, NLM
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will reverse the name parts once we know about the
error.
There is always room for improvement in our
processing time for reported error corrections and for
our quality assurance in general, and we continually
revise our workflow process. We always welcome
suggestions.
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